We want to launch a website that beats Twitter and we have the idea for it! For the moment, we are two persons in charge of the project development and of the team building.

We just need you!

If you are an open-minded, independent, out-of-the-box thinking person and you want to be in charge for the conception and programming of a complex website you might be interested. For the conception of the website we are looking for:

1 GUI Developer
- Advanced knowledge of Javascript, HTML5 and CSS
- Experience using open source tools
- Personal interest in user interface design
- Up to date with current online/digital trends
- Creative and strategic thinker
- Experience in animated interface would be advantageous
- Mobile experience (Bonus)

1 PHP/ MySQL Developer
- Strong understanding of PHP5
- Experience with MySQL database design and development
- Good understanding of databases / data flow simplification
- Integration of WebMarketing and WebAnalytics functions
- Knowledge of semantic HTML
- Experience implementing search engine optimization techniques (Bonus)
- Mobile experience (Bonus)

1 Graphic Designer
- Design package: Photoshop, illustrator, indesign, Dreamweaver, Flash
- Experience in dynamic design would be advantageous
- Good knowledge of back-end structures and coding is advantageous
- Have an inherent awareness of all things design both on and offline
- Keen on typography and composition

We are based in Warsaw. The conception will last around 2-3 months. The work can be done from home but frequent updates/meetings. One of us speaks polish but the working language will be English. Start as soon as possible.

And of course compensation: we offer a fair price on a monthly basis or you might join the team and get equity.

For further details contact us (CV / experience description /portfolio / links are welcomed)

Chris: 796258374 / pantime.company@gmail.com